Across
3. copy or imitate
8. Ponyboy's oldest brother
9. to be confused

Down
1. Ponyboy's last name
2. comparing using like or as
3. Soda's horse
11. best or superior
13. Soda's girlfriend
14. antagonist in the story
15. Two Bits prised posession
17. a friend of Ponyboy, Darry and Soda
18. good guy
23. hang out place
24. Bob's girlfriend
25. killed a Socs

4. gang Ponyboy belongs to
5. common thread or repeated idea
6. repeating of a single letter sound
7. comparing useing is
10. unwillingly
12. Randy's blue car
14. time and place of story
15. Works at a gas station
16. Socs killed by Johnny
18. not a fighter
19. how Curtis parents died
20. where the boys hid
21. author of The Outsiders
22. Cherry's girlfriend